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Automotive Chassis Systems 7th Edition Automotive Systems Books
Introduces the design, construction, and operation of automotive systems. The textbook explains each system by starting with basic theory, then adding parts until the system is complete. The function of each system and its relationship to the complete vehicle is defined. Annotation c. Book News, Inc., Portland, OR (booknews.com).
The aim of the book is to be a reference book in automotive technology, as far as automotive chassis (i.e. everything that is inside a vehicle except the engine and the body) is concerned. The book is a result of a decade of work heavily sponsored by the FIAT group (who supplied material, together with other automotive companies, and sponsored the work). The first volume deals with the design of automotive components and the
second volume treats the various aspects of the design of a vehicle as a system.
This book presents approaches to address key challenges based on a vehicle level view and with a special emphasis on Drive-by-Wire systems. The design and testing of modern vehicle electronics are becoming more and more demanding due to increasing interdependencies among components and the safety criticality of tasks. The development towards Drive-by-Wire functionalities in vehicles with multiple actuators for vehicle
control further increases the challenge. The book explicitly takes into account the interactions between components and aims at bridging the gap between the need to generate additional customer benefits and the effort to achieve functional safety. The book follows a twofold approach: on the one side, it presents a toolchain to support efficient further development of novel functionalities for Drive-by-Wire vehicles. The toolchain
comprises appropriate software tools and scaled and full-scale experimental vehicles. On the other side, development towards functionally safe and flexible Drive-by-Wire vehicles is addressed by proposing a top-down designed architecture for vehicle electronics that is enabled by suitable mechanisms. The resulting goal achievement with regard to functional safety is evaluated based on a novel hierarchical approach.
Based on the premise that simple problems should always be checked first, this practical, hands-on book/CD-ROM/ worktext package introduces the diagnosis and troubleshooting of automotive engine control systems. It serves users as a single source for information on digital storage oscilloscopes, fuel injection and ignition system diagnoses, five-gas exhaust analysis, emission testing, and more -- with a very technical but easyto-read and understand presentation. Specific chapter topics cover the diagnostic process; diagnostic trouble code retrieval; technical service bulletins and scan tool data; digital multimeters and digital storage oscilloscopes; advanced starting and charging systems diagnosis; ignition system diagnosis; engine fuels and driveability diagnosis; advanced computer sensor diagnosis; computerized carburetor diagnosis; advanced
electronic fuel-injection diagnosis; emission control device diagnosis; five-gas exhaust analysis; engine condition diagnosis; and symptom-based diagnosis.
Braking of Road Vehicles
Study Guide for Introduction to Automotive Service
Basic Information, Components and Systems for Active Safety and Comfort
Autonomous Vehicle Technology
Handbook of Driver Assistance Systems
Auto Electricity and Electronics
The third edition of this best-selling comprehensive introduction to servicing medium-heavy duty trucks has been significantly updated and expanded. Coverage added includes twelve new or expanded chapters, including a comprehensive introduction to electricity and electronics, the latest on electronic automatic transmissions, updated braking systems including ABS, and completely revised chapters on air-conditioning to make it compliant with today's standards. In addition to
the revisions to the book, there is now a comprehensive support package including an all new workbook featuring numerous and practical job-sheets for lab activities.
Table of Contents - 1 - Shop Safety; 2 - Environmental and Hazardous Materials; 3 - Fasteners and Thread Repair; 4 - Hand Tools; 5 - Power Tools and Shop Equipment; 6 - Vehicle Lifting and Hoisting; 7 - Measuring Systems and Tools; 8 - Service Information; 9 - Vehicle Identification and Emission Ratings; 10 - Gasoline Engine Operation, Parts, and Specifications; 11 - Gasoline, Alternative Fuels, and Diesel Fuels; 12 - Diesel Engine Operation and Diagnosis; 13 - Coolant;
14 - Cooling System Operation and Diagnosis; 15 - Engine Oil; 16 - Lubrication System Operation and Diagnosis; 17 - Engine Starting and Charging Systems; 18 - Ignition System Operation and Diagnosis; 19 - Emission Control Devices Operation and Diagnosis; 20 - Intake and Exhaust Systems; 21 - Turbocharging and Supercharging; 22 - Engine Condition Diagnosis; 23 - In-Vehicle Engine Service; 24 - Engine Removal and Disassembly; 25 - Engine Cleaning and Crack
Detection; 26 - Cylinder Head and Valve Guide Service; 27 - Valve and Seat Service; 28 - Camshafts and Valve Trains; 29 - Pistons, Rings, and Connection Rods; 30 - Engine Blocks; 31 - Crankshafts, Balance Shafts, and Bearings; 32 - Gaskets and Sealants; 33 - Balancing and Blueprinting; 34 - Engine Assembly and Dynamometer Testing; 35 - Engine Installation and In-Vehicle Service.
For courses in Automotive Brake Systems or Chassis Systems in colleges or proprietary schools. Unlike other books which seem to offer little more than service manual material Automotive Brake Systems reflects Halderman's real world experience. It offers complete coverage of the parts, operation, design, and troubleshooting of brake systems, and answers the "why's" along with the "how's."
Math for Automotive Technicians is designed to help you learn and apply basic math skills. The first part of the text provides 12 lessons that develop a mastery of basic math skills in the context of automotive service. Coverage includes whole number operations, decimals, greater than/less than, tape measure fractions, conversion, graphs and tables, formulas, measurement, and comparing to specifications. The second part consists of 96 case studies that apply and extend the basic
math skills with actual vehicle procedures, data, and specifications. For ease of integration with curricula based on the NATEF standards, the case studies are grouped into automotive service areas, such as chassis systems, engine mechanical, electrical, etc. Answers to odd-numbered practice problems are listed in the back of the text. Math for Automotive Technicians is well-suited for use as either the core text in a dedicated applied math course or a supplemental text in an
automotive technology program.
How and why of the Design, Construction, and Operation of Automobiles : Applicable to All Makes and Models
Automotive Engineering e-Mega Reference
Fundamentals of Medium/Heavy Duty Commercial Vehicle Systems
Ergonomics in the Automotive Design Process
Understanding Automotive Electronics
Motorcycles

The increasing automation of driving functions and the electrification of powertrains present new challenges for the chassis with regard to complexity, redundancy, data security,and installation space. At the same time, the mobility of the future will also require entirely new vehicle concepts, particularly in urban areas. The intelligent chassis must be connected, electrified, and automated in order to be best prepared for this future.
The Auto Electricity and Electronics Workbook provides questions that reinforce and review textbook content. Organized to follow the textbook on a chapter-by-chapter basis, the Workbook assignments help students engage with the textbook content and aid in effective retention of key facts, ideas, and concepts.
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access codes, or print supplements that may come packaged with the bound book. Automotive Heating and Air Conditioning, 8/e provides a complete, state-of-the-art source on automotive heating, ventilation, and air conditioning systems, as well as the practical skills that students must master to be successful in the industry. The text focuses on the generic
theory that underlies the operation, diagnosis, and repair of the units and subassemblies found in the many makes and types of vehicles students will likely encounter in their careers. Formatted to appeal to today's technical trade students, Halderman uses helpful tips and visuals to bring concepts to life and guide students through the procedures they'll use on the job. This book is part of the Pearson Automotive Professional Technician
Series, which provides full-color, media-integrated solutions for today’s students and instructors covering all eight areas of ASE certification, plus additional titles covering common courses. Peer reviewed for technical accuracy, the series and the books in it represent the future of automotive textbooks.
This one-stop Mega Reference eBook brings together the essential professional reference content from leading international contributors in the automotive field. An expansion the Automotive Engineering print edition, this fully searchable electronic reference book of 2500 pages delivers content to meet all the main information needs of engineers working in vehicle design and development. Material ranges from basic to advanced topics
from engines and transmissions to vehicle dynamics and modelling. * A fully searchable Mega Reference Ebook, providing all the essential material needed by Automotive Engineers on a day-to-day basis. * Fundamentals, key techniques, engineering best practice and rules-of-thumb together in one quick-reference. * Over 2,500 pages of reference material, including over 1,500 pages not included in the print edition
Powertrain Electronics
The Automotive Chassis
Heavy-duty Truck Systems
Automatic Transmissions and Transaxles
chassis.tech plus
Vehicle Dynamics
This book reflects the shift in design paradigm in automobile industry. It presents future innovations, often referred as “automotive systems engineering”. These cause fundamental innovations in the field of driver assistance systems and electro-mobility as well as fundamental changes in the
architecture of the vehicles. New driving functionalities can only be realized if the software programs of multiple electronic control units work together correctly. This volume presents the new and innovative methods which are mandatory to master the complexity of the vehicle of the future.
This is a student supplement associated with: Introduction to Automotive Service, 1/e James D. Halderman Darrell Deeter ISBN: 0132540088
A Clear Outline of Current Methods for Designing and Implementing Automotive Systems Highlighting requirements, technologies, and business models, the Automotive Embedded Systems Handbook provides a comprehensive overview of existing and future automotive electronic systems. It presents stateof-the-art methodological and technical solutions in the areas of in-vehicle architectures, multipartner development processes, software engineering methods, embedded communications, and safety and dependability assessment. Divided into four parts, the book begins with an introduction to the
design constraints of automotive-embedded systems. It also examines AUTOSAR as the emerging de facto standard and looks at how key technologies, such as sensors and wireless networks, will facilitate the conception of partially and fully autonomous vehicles. The next section focuses on
networks and protocols, including CAN, LIN, FlexRay, and TTCAN. The third part explores the design processes of electronic embedded systems, along with new design methodologies, such as the virtual platform. The final section presents validation and verification techniques relating to safety
issues. Providing domain-specific solutions to various technical challenges, this handbook serves as a reliable, complete, and well-documented source of information on automotive embedded systems.
The automotive industry appears close to substantial change engendered by “self-driving” technologies. This technology offers the possibility of significant benefits to social welfare—saving lives; reducing crashes, congestion, fuel consumption, and pollution; increasing mobility for the
disabled; and ultimately improving land use. This report is intended as a guide for state and federal policymakers on the many issues that this technology raises.
The Repair of Vehicle Bodies, 7th ed
10th International Munich Chassis Symposium 2019
Fundamentals, Service, and Repair
Inspection, Maintenance, Repair
Powertrain, Chassis System and Vehicle Body
Automotive Technology: Principles, Diagnosis, and Service, Fourth Edition, meets the needs for a comprehensive book that covers all eight areas of automotive service, plus the soft skills and tool knowledge that must also be taught. Because many automotive systems are intertwined, presenting all systems together in one text makes it easier for the student to see how they are all connected. Topics are divided into 133 short
chapters, which makes it easier for instructors and students to learn and master the content.
"Part of Pearson Automotive's Professional Technician Series, the seventh edition of Automotive Chassis Systems represents the future of automotive textbooks. The series is a full-color, mediaintegrated solution for today's students and instructors. The series includes textbooks that cover all eight areas of ASE certification, plus additional titles covering common courses. The series is also peer reviewed for technical
accuracy"-A one-stop reference for automotive and other engineers involved in vehicle and automotive technologies. The book provides essential information on each of the main automotive systems (engines; powertrain and chassis; bodies; electrical systems) plus critical external factors that engineers need to engage with, such as hybrid technologies, vehicle efficiency, emissions control and performance optimization. * Definitive
content by the leading authors in the field * A thorough resource, providing all the essential material needed by automotive and mechanical engineers on a day-to-day basis * Fundamentals, key techniques, engineering best practice and know-how together in one quick-reference sourcebook * Focuses on what engineers need to know: engineering fundaments, key associated technologies, environmental and efficiency
engineering, and sustainability, as well as market-driven requirements such as reliability, safety, and comfort * Accompanied by multi-body dynamics and tire dynamic modeling software
Automotive Chassis Systems
Automotive Technology
A Guide for Policymakers
Principles, Diagnosis, and Service
Feedback Control of Dynamic Systems
7th International Munich Chassis Symposium 2016
Automotive Brake Systems

This fundamental work explains in detail systems for active safety and driver assistance, considering both their structure and their function. These include the well-known standard systems such as Anti-lock braking system (ABS), Electronic Stability Control (ESC) or Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC). But it includes also new systems for protecting collisions protection, for changing the lane, or for
convenient parking. The book aims at giving a complete picture focusing on the entire system. First, it describes the components which are necessary for assistance systems, such as sensors, actuators, mechatronic subsystems, and control elements. Then, it explains key features for the user-friendly design of human-machine interfaces between driver and assistance system. Finally, important
characteristic features of driver assistance systems for particular vehicles are presented: Systems for commercial vehicles and motorcycles.
"Thoroughly updated and expanded, 'Fundamentals of Medium/Heavy Duty Commercial Vehicle Systems, Second Edition' offers comprehensive coverage of basic concepts building up to advanced instruction on the latest technology, including distributed electronic control systems, energy-saving technologies, and automated driver-assistance systems. Now organized by outcome-based objectives to
improve instructional clarity and adaptability and presented in a more readable format, all content seamlessly aligns with the latest ASE Medium-Heavy Truck Program requirements for MTST." --Back cover.
A guide to motorcycle maintenance and repair that provides information on basic engine components, shop safety, protection, tools and instruments, diagnostic procedures, electrical systems, transmissions, frame and suspension systems, and other related topics.
This textbook is appropriate for senior undergraduate and first year graduate students in mechanical and automotive engineering. The contents in this book are presented at a theoretical-practical level. It explains vehicle dynamics concepts in detail, concentrating on their practical use. Related theorems and formal proofs are provided, as are real-life applications. Students, researchers and practicing
engineers alike will appreciate the user-friendly presentation of a wealth of topics, most notably steering, handling, ride, and related components. This book also: Illustrates all key concepts with examples Includes exercises for each chapter Covers front, rear, and four wheel steering systems, as well as the advantages and disadvantages of different steering schemes Includes an emphasis on design
throughout the text, which provides a practical, hands-on approach
Project Management
Automotive Service
Theory and Servicing
Automotive Systems Engineering
Automotive Steering and Suspension
Automotive Engineering
Updated to reflect the latest technology in the automotive industry, this book will provide the knowledge and skills needed to successfully inspect, maintain, and repair vehicles of all makes and models. Automotive Service: Inspection, Maintenance, and Repair, 3E begins by introducing readers to a number of automotive career
options, shop management basics, plus necessary tools and equipment. The book then progresses to the theories of vehicle systems operations and includes step-by-step procedures for troubleshooting and repairing all major systems of the modern automobile. Updates include coverage of new vehicle technology like EVAP systems,
on-board diagnostics and emissions, alternative fuels, and hybrid vehicles, making this book not only comprehensive but also current so that readers can feel confident they are learning the very latest in industry trends and techniques.
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access codes, or print supplements that may come packaged with the bound book. For senior-level or first-year graduate-level courses in control analysis and design, and related courses within engineering, science, and management. Feedback Control of
Dynamic Systems, Sixth Edition is perfect for practicing control engineers who wish to maintain their skills. This revision of a top-selling textbook on feedback control with the associated web site, FPE6e.com, provides greater instructor flexibility and student readability. Chapter 4 on A First Analysis of Feedback has been substantially
rewritten to present the material in a more logical and effective manner. A new case study on biological control introduces an important new area to the students, and each chapter now includes a historical perspective to illustrate the origins of the field. As in earlier editions, the book has been updated so that solutions are based on
the latest versions of MATLAB and SIMULINK. Finally, some of the more exotic topics have been moved to the web site.
With comprehensive coverage of all topics, this book follows ASE guidelines to review a sample ASE test and prepare learners for certification. Over 100 multiple-choice items duplicate the type of questions found on the ASE exam, and provide explanations of what makes each right answer correct and the wrong answers incorrect. The
guide's practical, concentrated coverage focuses learning on topics that will be covered on the certification exam, and have been determined to be important by the ASE. An ASE task list enables readers to make the distinction between the need-to-know and nice-to-know information. For individuals and distance learners preparing for
ASE certification.
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Automatic Transmissions and Transaxles, 7/e provides a complete, state-of-the-art source on the operating principles as well as the service and repair procedures for modern automatic transmission transaxles, complete with the practical skills that students must master to be successful in the industry. The text focuses on the generic
theory underlying the operation, diagnosis, and repair of the units and subassemblies found in the many makes and types of vehicles students are likely to encounter in their work. Formatted to appeal to today's technical trade students, Halderman uses helpful tips and visuals to bring concepts to life and guide students through the
procedures. This book is part of the Pearson Automotive Professional Technician Series, which provides full-color, media-integrated solutions for today's students and instructors covering all eight areas of ASE certification, plus additional titles covering common courses. Peer reviewed for technical accuracy, the series and the books in
it represent the future of automotive textbooks.
Automotive Electricity and Electronics
Automotive Chassis Systems
A Systems Approach to Planning, Scheduling, and Controlling
Today's Technician: Automotive Heating & Air Conditioning Classroom Manual and Shop Manual, Spiral bound Version
Auto Fundamentals
Automotive Embedded Systems Handbook

Updated to reflect the latest trends, technology, and relevant ASE Education Foundation standards, this integrated, two-book set covers theory and hands-on content in separate Classroom and Shop Manuals. This innovative approach allows students to learn fundamental climate control theory, including basic physics related to heat transfer, before applying their knowledge through practical,
hands-on shop work. Cross-references in each manual link related material, making it easy to connect classroom learning to lab and shop activity. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
The revised and updated seventh edition of this best-selling reference manual on vehicle body repair brings the book up to date for the current body repair trade. It serves as a comprehensive guide covering the vocationally related qualification (VRQ) required by the modern student and apprentice, as well as providing the CPD essential for all working professionals. The entire book is overhauled to
reflect current industry trends with regards to materials, processes and procedures. New additions include: An entirely new section on the work of the MET technician (mechanical, electrical and trim) New developments in body repair methodology such as repair pods and the greater use of alignment equipment Greater emphasis on the environment with new sections on hybrid vehicles and the
hazards of starting current vehicles with high levels of technology Details on both the historic and the current joining methods for the vintage and modern markets Full coverage on the legalities surrounding insurance work for bodyshop staff Updated tables and illustrations This book not only provides the knowledge and skills for body repair, it helps to develop a real understanding of the how and
why behind this information. It will be essential for anyone studying Levels 1-3 Vehicle Body Repair, Vehicle Refinishing and MET courses, including the new apprenticeships and technical certificates from the IMI, Pearson-BTEC and C&G. HNC and degree Automotive Engineering students will find the text valuable to develop skills and knowledge for practical project work. Industry professionals,
vehicle restorers and car DIY enthusiasts will continue to find it an essential and comprehensive source of information.
Prepare tomorrow's automotive professionals for success. Automotive Electrical and Engine Performance covers content and topics specified for both Electrical/Electronic System (A6) and Engine Performance (A8) by ASE/NATEF, as well as the practical skills that technicians must master to be successful in the industry. Tomorrow's automotive professionals get a firm background in the principles
and practices of diagnosing and troubleshooting automotive electrical, electronic, and computer systems in a clear, concise format at a level of detail that far exceeds most other texts in the area. Formatted to appeal to today's technical trade students--and ideal as a reference and resource for today's automotive technicians--Halderman's text uses helpful tips and visuals to bring concepts to life and
guide readers through actual, on-the-job procedures. To ensure that readers are current, all of the content has been updated to correlate to the latest NATEF tasks and ASE areas; many new full-color line drawings and photos have been added; a new chapter covers gasoline direct injection (GDI) systems; and new, updated, or expanded information has been included on OSHA hazardous
chemical labeling requirements; electrical circuits; GM low-speed GMLAN; fuel pump diagnosis; fuel injection diagnosis; OBDII diagnosis; permanent (Mode $0A) diagnostic trouble codes; and electric vehicle (EV) and plug-in hybrid electric vehicle (PHEV) charging. Four new appendixes provide a sample Electrical/Electronic systems ASE-type certification test with answers; a sample A8 Engine
Performance ASE-type certification test with answers; an NATEF correlation chart showing all MLR, AST, and MAST tasks for electrical/electronic systems (A6) in one chart; and an NATEF correlation chart showing all MLR, AST, and MAST tasks for engine performance (A8) in one chart.
AUTOMOTIVE MAINTENANCE AND LIGHT REPAIR (AM&LR) was designed to meet the needs of automotive programs that teach to the competencies specified in NATEF’s Maintenance & Light Repair (MLR) program standard. Designed for entry-level students, the primary features of AM&LR are the focus on the foundational principles and knowledge for the MLR tasks, and the activities to
supplement student learning. In addition, Automotive Maintenance and Light Repair is written to engage students not just in automotive competencies, but also in applied academic skills and lifelong learning skills, including math, science, and communication. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Volume 1: Components Design
Automotive Heating and Air Conditioning
Advanced Engine Performance Diagnosis
Theory and Application
Automotive Electrical and Engine Performance
Automotive Engines
The auto industry is facing tough competition and severe economic constraints. Their products need to be designed "right the first time" with the right combinations of features that not only satisfy the customers but continually please and delight them by providing increased functionality,
comfort, convenience, safety, and craftsmanship. Based on t
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access codes, or print supplements that may come packaged with the bound book. Automotive Electricity and Electronics, Fourth Edition, provides complete coverage of the parts, operation, design, and troubleshooting of
automotive electricity and electronics systems. Real examples and full color images throughout the text offer readers a practical approach to the diagnosis and repair of the NATEF tasks for the Automotive Electricity/Electronic Systems (A6) content area. Thoroughly revised and updated, the
fourth edition has been peer reviewed by automotive instructors and experts in the field to ensure technical accuracy. This text is fully integrated with MyAutomotiveKit–an online resource for instructors and students that provides time-saving help for homework, quizzing, testing, multimedia
activities, and videos. For more information: http://www.myautomotivekit.com.
Completely revised and updated, Hillier's famous text is now available as three separate volumes. Book 2 concentrates on Powertrain management systems: Engine management (petrol and diesel) and transmission management (manual and automatic). All the associated fundamental information on
sensors actuators and electronic control systems is included, as well as more advanced material. The information builds up from basic control systems to those linked by multiplexing.
In chassis development, the three aspects of safety, vehicle dynamics and ride comfort are at the top of the list of challenges to be faced. Addressing this triad of challenges becomes even more complex when the chassis is required to interact with assistance systems and other systems for
fully automated driving. What is more, new demands are created by the introduction of modern electric and electronic architectures. All these requirements must be met by the chassis, together with its subsystems, the steering, brakes, tires and wheels. At the same time, all physical
relationships and interactions have to be taken into account.
Math for Automotive Technicians
Automotive Maintenance & Light Repair
Advanced Engine Performance (L1)
Towards Functional Safety in Drive-by-Wire Vehicles
Hillier's Fundamentals of Motor Vehicle Technology
Manual Drivetrains and Axles

Starting from the fundamentals of brakes and braking, Braking of Road Vehicles covers car and commercial vehicle applications and developments from both a theoretical and practical standpoint. Drawing on insights from leading experts from across the automotive industry,
experienced industry course leader Andrew Day has developed a new handbook for automotive engineers needing an introduction to or refresh on this complex and critical topic. With coverage broad enough to appeal to general vehicle engineers and detailed enough to inform
those with specialist brake interests, Braking of Road Vehicles is a reliable, no-nonsense guide for automotive professionals working within OEMs, suppliers and legislative organizations. Designed to meet the needs of working automotive engineers who require a
comprehensive introduction to road vehicle brakes and braking systems. Offers practical, no-nonsense coverage, beginning with the fundamentals and moving on to cover specific technologies, applications and legislative details. Provides all the necessary information for
specialists and non-specialists to keep up to date with relevant changes and advances in the area.
The landmark project management reference, now in a new edition Now in a Tenth Edition, this industry-leading project management "bible" aligns its streamlined approach to the latest release of the Project Management Institute's Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMI®'s
PMBOK® Guide), the new mandatory source of training for the Project Management Professional (PMP®) Certificat-ion Exam. This outstanding edition gives students and professionals a profound understanding of project management with insights from one of the best-known and
respected authorities on the subject. From the intricate framework of organizational behavior and structure that can determine project success to the planning, scheduling, and controlling processes vital to effective project management, the new edition thoroughly covers
every key component of the subject. This Tenth Edition features: New sections on scope changes, exiting a project, collective belief, and managing virtual teams More than twenty-five case studies, including a new case on the Iridium Project covering all aspects of project
management 400 discussion questions More than 125 multiple-choice questions (PMI, PMBOK, PMP, and Project Management Professional are registered marks of the Project Management Institute, Inc.)
Automotive Steering and Suspension, published as part of the CDX Master Automotive Technician Series, arms students with the basic knowledge and skills they need to accomplish a variety of tasks in the shop. Taking a “strategy-based diagnostics” approach, this book helps
students master technical trouble-shooting in order to address the problem correctly on the first attempt.
For courses in Automotive Manual Drivetrains. Ideal for both novice and advanced technicians, Manual Drivetrains and Axles, Seventh Edition, provides a complete, state-of-the-art source on the operating principles as well as the service and repair procedures for manual
drivetrains and axles. Correlated to NATEF and ASE tasks, the text focuses on the generic theory that underlies the operation, diagnosis, and repair of the units and subassemblies found in the many makes and types of vehicles students will likely encounter on the job.
Formatted to better meet the learning needs of today's technical trade students, it visually supports concepts covered throughout, and includes many practical shop tips that guide students through important problem-solving procedures they'll use on the job.
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